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Abstract—We study the repair problem in distributed storage
systems where storage nodes are connected through packet era-
sure channels and some nodes are dedicated to repair [termed as
dedicated-for-repair (DR) storage nodes]. We first investigate the
minimum required repair-bandwidth in an asymptotic setup, in
which the stored file is assumed to have an infinite size. The result
shows that the asymptotic repair-bandwidth over packet erasure
channels with a fixed erasure probability has a closed-form rela-
tion to the repair-bandwidth in lossless networks. Next, we show
the benefits of DR storage nodes in reducing the repair bandwidth,
and then we derive the necessary minimal storage space of DR
storage nodes. Finally, we study the repair in a nonasymptotic
setup, where the stored file size is finite. We study the mini-
mum practical-repair-bandwidth, i.e., the repair-bandwidth for
achieving a given probability of successful repair. A combinato-
rial optimization problem is formulated to provide the optimal
practical-repair-bandwidth for a given packet erasure probabil-
ity. We show the gain of our proposed approaches in reducing the
repair-bandwidth.

I. INTRODUCTION

D ISTRIBUTED storage systems have recently attracted
significant research interests for many applications

in data centers and peer-to-peer storage networks, e.g.,
OceanStore, Total Recall and DHash++ [1]. While existing
research results are mostly for distributed storage systems
over wired networks, distributed storage systems can also be
applied over wireless networks. The use of wireless transmis-
sion between storage nodes has been suggested in [2] to combat
congestion (oversubscription) in data centers. Distributed stor-
age systems can also be used in wireless caching networks with
device-to-device communication [3]–[6]. These systems can
also have applications in delay tolerant networks (DTNs) [7].

In distributed storage systems, node failure and repair have
been studied [1], [3]–[12]. More specifically, if a storage node
fails or leaves the system, in a mechanism, called repair, a new
node is regenerated by transmitting sufficient data from the sur-
viving nodes to the new node. In the most of the existing results,
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it is assumed that the links between storage nodes are error-free,
without any error or erasure during repairing information trans-
mission. However, in the distributed storage systems over wired
networks, the transmitting packets may be lost due to e.g., con-
gestion and buffer overflow in intermediate switches/routers, or
due to protocol and load balancer issues, as it is reported in [13]
for long-term measurement analysis over the links in the cur-
rent data-centers. In wireless networks, repairing packets may
be lost due to channel fading or interference [14], [15].

Based on above observations, we will study the repair prob-
lem in a distributed storage system with lossy channels. We
derive the optimal storage-bandwidth tradeoffs for distributed
storage systems with packet erasure channels. We show that
the optimal tradeoffs are asymptotically achievable (when the
file size is infinitely large). More specifically, consider a source
file that contains M fragments, where each fragment contains ξ

packets (thus, the file contains Mξ packets). Suppose that the
surviving nodes totally transmit γ ′(ξ)1 packets to the new node.
Asymptotic analysis gives the minimum bandwidth γ ′(ξ)/Mξ

when ξ tends to infinity, which may be used as the performance
bound for a finite ξ .

As node failure in distributed storage systems may frequently
happen [16], [17], it is valuable to have some nodes dedicated
to repair to reduce the repair bandwidth. We term these nodes
dedicated-for-repair (DR) nodes. We investigate the benefits of
DR storage nodes. For the storage nodes participating both file
recovery and repair, we call them the complete storage nodes.
In a distributed storage system, the repair-bandwidth could be
reduced by using more complete storage nodes in repair [1], if
the system allows. However, in some scenarios, the system may
not allow to increase the number of complete storage nodes
in repair due to e.g., limitations in storage capacity and the
repair-bandwidth. Yet, if we have additional storage nodes with
smaller storage capacity and smaller repair-bandwidth (than
complete storage node) and they function the same as com-
plete storage nodes for repairing, then the repairing costs could
be saved for storage space and repair-bandwidth. Note that DR
storage nodes are designated only for repair. That is, DR nodes
will not participate source file recovery by data collectors. We
will study the minimal storage space of DR storage nodes and
will show the gain of using DR storage nodes in reducing the
repair bandwidth.

Though asymptotic analysis can serve as performance
bounds and is valid especially for very large file size, in
practice the file size might be limited, namely, a finite

1γ ′ is a function of ξ .
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number of repairing packets. For this case, we show that the
repair-bandwidth can be much larger than that of the asymp-
totic analysis. We term the repair bandwidth where the number
of repairing packets is finite as the practical-repair-bandwidth.
Then, we propose a method to reduce the practical-repair-
bandwidth by studying the probability of successful repair.
The results show that a method with smaller asymptotic repair
bandwidth is not necessarily a better approach in reducing the
practical-repair-bandwidth. We also formulate a combinatorial
optimization problem to find the optimized scheme (in terms of
practical-repair-bandwidth) based on the packet erasure prob-
abilities. We also show that the results for non-asymptotic
analysis converges to the asymptotic analysis results when ξ

tends to infinity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,

the background and the related works are discussed. The sys-
tem model is given in Section III. Then in Section IV, we study
the optimal storage-bandwidth tradeoffs in packet erasure net-
works. In Section V, we propose using DR storage nodes to
reduce the repair bandwidth. Next, in Section VI, we analyze
the repair bandwidth for a finite number of repairing pack-
ets (finite file-size) and then propose methods to reduce the
practical repair-bandwidth. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section VII. Most of the proofs are deferred to appendices in
Section VIII.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

In a distributed storage system, when a node fails, to main-
tain the reliability of the system, a node is regenerated. In the
regenerating process, the surviving nodes transmit sufficient
data to the new node such that the system with the new node still
maintains the reconstruction property (any k out of n complete
storage nodes can reconstruct the stored file). Yet, the new node
may have different coded packets compared to the failed one.
This is termed as functional repair. On the other side, for exact
repair, the coded packets of the new node are exactly the same
as those in the failed node. In this paper, we mainly consider
functional repair.

Reference [1] modeled the repair process by an informa-
tion flow graph, and mapped the repair problem into a multicast
problem in lossless networks (no transmission errors). Cut-set
bound analysis on the information flow graph showed that a
sink (or a data collector) can reconstruct the original file of size
Mξ packets if and only if

k−1∑
i=0

min{αξ, (d − i)βξ} ≥ Mξ, (1)

where each storage node stores α fragments such that any set of
k storage nodes can reconstruct the original file, and in repair
d (d ≥ k) number of surviving nodes transmit dβ fragments to
the new node. The above fundamental bound leads us to the
capacity of such systems. In what follows, we will provide two
useful definitions in distributed storage systems.

Definition 1 (Information Rate in a Distributed Storage
System): The information rate in a distributed storage sys-
tem under the dynamic of node failure/repair is defined as

the amount of information that a data collector obtains by
connecting to k or more (complete) storage nodes in one unit
of time.

Here, the dynamic of node failure/repair means the process
in which (different) nodes continuously fail and are repaired.

Definition 2 (Capacity of a Distributed Storage System):
The maximum amount of information that a data-collector
can obtain in one unit of time by connecting to k or more
(complete) storage nodes is defined as the capacity. The term∑k−1

i=0 min{αξ, (d − i)βξ} equals to the capacity of a dis-
tributed storage system in lossless networks [1]. For the optimal
codes,

∑k−1
i=0 min{αξ, (d − i)βξ} = Mξ .

The authors in [1] derived an explicit relation between
α, γ, d, M and k for the optimal storage-bandwidth tradeoff.
The codes achieving the optimal tradeoff are called regener-
ating codes. The codes achieving two extreme points on the
optimal storage-bandwidth tradeoff are called minimum stor-
age regenerating (MSR) and minimum bandwidth regenerating
(MBR) codes, respectively. The optimal repair-bandwidth at
these two extreme points can also be derived by two sequential
optimization processes under the constraint (1). MSR codes are
achieved by first minimizing the storage and then minimizing
the repair-bandwidth. The minimum storage capacity required
for the reconstruction property is M/k fragments. Thus, nodes
for MSR codes store the same amount of data as the MDS (max-
imum distance separable, optimal error correction codes) codes.
From (1), we can derive the minimum repair-bandwidth for an
MSR code as

αMSR = M

k
,

γMSR = Md

k(d − k + 1)
. (2)

In the optimization process, if we first minimize the repair-
bandwidth and then storage per node, the other extreme point,
namely, MBR is achieved. It can be easily verified that in gen-
eral γ ≥ α [11]. For the MBR codes γ = α. Therefore, setting
γ=dβ=α on the optimum bound

∑k−1
i=0 min{α, (d − i)β}=M

yields

αMBR = 2Md

k(2d − k + 1)
,

γMBR = 2Md

k(2d − k + 1)
. (3)

The code construction and the achievablity of the func-
tional and exact repair have been studied in [18], [8], [19]. In
[20], cooperative regenerating codes are proposed to reduce the
bandwidth in the scenario of multiple-node failure. Surviving
node cooperation is suggested in [12], [21] in order to minimize
the cost of repair in multi-hop storage networks. Yet, in most of
the previous works of regenerating codes, it is assumed that the
links between storage nodes are perfect. That is, there is no error
or erasure. Recently Rashmi et al. [10] proposed a regenerating
code which is resistant to a specific number of path failures by
requesting more nodes to join the repair process. Particularly,
for the code resistant to d2 path failures, it requires to trans-
mit from dtot = d1 + d2 surviving nodes instead of d1 nodes
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(d1 nodes are assumed to be sufficient for repair with perfect
channels). Compared to [10], we consider the probability of
successful repair. A regenerating process is successful when
the new node together with the surviving nodes has the recon-
struction property. We show that optimal d1 and d2, in which
the probability of successful repair is maximized, depend on the
erasure probability of the links. In addition, we study the capac-
ity of distributed storage networks where the channels between
the surviving nodes and the new node are packet erasure chan-
nels, and propose a method to reduce the repair-bandwidth by
DR storage nodes.

Other related results on network coding for erasure networks
are as follows. In [22], it is shown that random linear codes can
achieve the capacity of packet erasure networks. The capacity
of wireless erasure networks has been studied in [23]. In [24],
[25], the probability of successful reconstruction of a source file
is studied in packet erasure networks. In contrast to [24], [25],
we study the repair problem.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider that a distributed storage system stores a file of
M fragments, where each fragment contains ξ packets. We
refer to ξ as subpacketization order. We assume that repair-
ing information from the surviving nodes to the new node is
packetized. A packet here is considered as the basic informa-
tion unit and is denoted by a vector of ρ symbols taken from
the finite field G F(q), where q is the alphabet size. Hence,
a packet has ρ log2(q) bits of information [22]. We assume
that channel coding has been used for each packet and perfect
error detection is also used. Therefore, a packet in any chan-
nel is either received error-free or is dropped and each link can
be regarded as a packet erasure channel [23]. When a packet
has only one bit of information, then the channel can also be
regarded as a binary erasure channel. We also assume pack-
ets are erased independently with a given probability p and
channels are memoryless. We remark that in this paper, all
the communication channels are point to point, and thus the
effect of broadcast and interference in wireless channels are not
studied here.

In our system, there are n storage nodes with a storage capac-
ity α fragments and every k nodes can reconstruct the source
file. Moreover there are h(h ≥ 0) DR storage nodes, each of
which with storage capacity α′ fragments. To repair a failed
node, d(d ≥ k) surviving nodes among n − 1 complete storage
nodes plus h DR storage nodes equally send γ ξ = (d + h)βξ

packets (in total) to the new node. For simplifying illustration,
we denote the distributed storage system with packet erasure
channels by DSS(n, k, d, h, α, α′, γ = dβ, Mξ, p). We note
that, in this system, the reconstruction property is relaxed for
DR storage nodes. That is, k storage nodes including at least
one DR storage node cannot reconstruct the original file.

In this paper, we extend the regenerating codes in two senses:
firstly we extend the regenerating code to lossy networks, and
secondly we extend the regenerating code by adding the DR
storage nodes to the repair process. Therefore, it would be
useful to define the extended MSR (EMSR) and extended MBR
(EMBR) codes as follows.

Definition 3 (EMSRh,p Codes): Consider a distributed stor-
age system that stores a file of size M fragments by an
(n, k, d) − EMSRh,p codes. Then each complete storage node
stores α = M/k fragments, and every k out of n complete stor-
age nodes can reconstruct the source file. In repair, d complete
storage nodes plus h DR storage nodes help generating a new
node. The repair packets over the channels between the helper
nodes and the new node are lost with a probability p. These
codes have the minimum repair-bandwidth for the extended
regenerating codes where α = M/k.

Definition 4 (EMBRh,p Codes): Consider a distributed stor-
age system that stores a file of size M fragments by an
(n, k, d) − EMBRh,p codes. Then each complete storage node
stores α > M/k fragments, and every k out of n complete
storage nodes can reconstruct the source file. In repair, d com-
plete storage nodes plus h DR storage nodes help generating
a new node. The repair packets over the channels between the
helper nodes and the new node are lost with a probability p.
These codes have the minimum repair-bandwidth among all the
extended regenerating codes.

IV. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

A. Information Flow Graph

To study the fundamental performance limits, we will first
give the analysis when the file size is asymptotically large. Our
analysis is based on a graphical representation of a distributed
storage system, namely, the information flow graph G, which
was first adopted in [1] to analyze the repair problem in loss-
less networks. We modify the graph in [1] to analyze the repair
problem in a distributed storage system with packet erasure
channels and in the presence of DR storage nodes. Then the
information flow graph is a directed acyclic graph denoted by
G(N,A), where N denotes the set of nodes and A denotes the
set of edges in the network. Each complete storage node is mod-
eled by two nodes, in and out nodes, which are connected by
a link of capacity αξ/τ packets per unit of time. The source is
connected to in nodes of complete storage nodes by links of
capacity αξ/τ packets per unit of time. Each DR storage node
is modeled by one node. The source is connected to a DR stor-
age nodes by a link of capacity α′ξ/τ packets per unit of time.
When a node fails, d complete storage nodes plus h DR stor-
age nodes transmit repairing packets to the new node. Each of
d + h helper nodes sends packets to the new node by a rate
βξ/τ packets per unit of time. The transmitted packets on the
lossy links might be erased with a packet erasure probability p.
In such a graph, a data collector (DC) connects to k out nodes
of complete storage nodes and reconstructs the original file in τ

units of time. We say that repair is successful if a data-collector
by connecting any k out nodes of complete storage nodes can
reconstruct the original file in τ units of time. In asymptotic
analysis, ξ and τ tend to infinity. An information flow graph
with a number of node failure/repair is shown in Fig. 1. We
note that in the modified information flow graph we introduced
the time, τ for analysis, in which data-collectors reconstruct the
file. This is not required in lossless networks in [1].
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Fig. 1. Information flow graph for distributed storage systems with packet era-
sure channels and DR storage nodes. CS stands for a complete storage node and
DR stands for a DR storage node.

A cut-set bound analysis over the above information flow
graph leads us to the following upper bound of the information
rate. We later discuss about the achievable bounds.

Lemma 1: An upper bound of the information rate in the
above information flow graph is

k−1∑
i=0

min{αξ/τ, (d − i + h)β(1 − p)ξ/τ }. (4)

Proof: The proof is inspired by the cut-set bound analysis in
[1] and the cut analysis in network information theory [26]. The
detailed proof can be found in Appendix A. �

B. Optimal Storage-Bandwidth Tradeoff in Packet Erasure
Networks

In what follows, we will first investigate the fundamental per-
formance limits on the repair in packet erasure networks for
h = 0. In the next section, we will discuss more details about
DR storage nodes and then extend the results for h > 0. For
h = 0, when a node fails, a new node is generated by the help
of d surviving nodes (among n − 1 complete storage nodes).
Each of d surviving nodes transmits packets by a rate βξ/τ .
The transmitted packets from the surviving nodes to the new
node might be erased with an erasure probability p. We note
that we restrict our analysis to the case where all the links have
equal packet erasure probability, p. Where the links between d
surviving nodes and the new node have different packet erasure
probabilities (like in heterogenous networks), then the approach
that requires d nodes equally transmit β fragments to the new
node is suboptimal. The following theorem states the capacity
of our distributed storage systems.

Theorem 1: Consider a distributed storage system
DSS(n, k, d, h = 0, α, α′, γ = dβ, Mξ, p) with a finite
number of node failure/repair processes. Suppose T denotes
the set of data-collectors in the system, and τ denotes the
units of time for reconstructing the original file by data-
collectors. There exists a linear code over G F(q) and for δ > 0
and q > |T |/δ such that data-collectors can achieve, with
arbitrarily small error probability, the rate

R0 = (1 − δ)

k−1∑
i=0

min{αξ/τ, (d − i)(1 − p)βξ/τ }. (5)

Hence, for large q and ξ , and δ close to zero, there exist
linear codes if storage capacity of each node, α, is greater
than α∗(n, k, d, γ ). It is information-theoretically impossible
to find a code for α < α∗(n, k, d, γ ). The function of normal-
ized α∗(n, k, d, γ ) (α∗/M) over normalized γ (γ /M) is given
as follows.

α∗/M =
{

1
k if γ

M ∈ [h(0),+∞) ,
1−g(i)(1−p)γ /M

k−i if γ
M ∈ [h(i), h(i − 1)) ,

where i = 1, . . . , k − 1, and

h(i) � 2d

[(2k − i − 1)i + 2k(d − k + 1)] (1 − p)
, (6)

and

g(i) � (2d + 2k + i + 1)i

2d
. (7)

The complete proof of Theorem 1 is provided in Appendix B.
We use infinite length codewords (infinite number of packet
transmissions) to achieve the optimal storage-bandwidth trade-
off. We note that infinite length codewords might not be
practical, as it may lead to infinite delay in repair. However
the analysis is still useful since it provides us insights on
the repair problem in packet erasure networks and it pro-
vide performance bounds. The result of asymptotic analysis
shows a closed-form relation between the storage-bandwidth
tradeoff in packet erasure networks with the tradeoff in loss-
less networks. That is, for a given packet erasure probability
p and for a given storage capacity α, the asymptotic repair-
bandwidth in the packet erasure network is 1/(1 − p) times
larger than the corresponding repair-bandwidth in the lossless
network. Fig. 2 shows the optimal storage-bandwidth tradeoffs
in packet erasure networks with p = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3. Expectedly,
a larger packet erasure probability leads to a higher repair traf-
fic. Two extreme points on the storage-bandwidth tradeoff can
be computed by the following equations. For the EMSR codes,

αEMSRh=0,p = M

k
,

γEMSRh=0,p = Md

k(d − k + 1)(1 − p)
. (8)

For the EMBR codes,

αEMBRh=0,p = 2Md

k(2d − k + 1)
,

γEMBRh=0,p = 2Md

k(2d − k + 1)(1 − p)
. (9)

V. REDUCING REPAIR-BANDWIDTH BY DR STORAGE

NODES

In what follows, we will discuss more details on DR storage
nodes and their benefits in repair. We first discuss the benefits
of DR storage nodes in lossless networks (i.e., for p = 0). Then
we will extend the results to a general form (p > 0).
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Fig. 2. Fundamental storage-bandwidth tradeoffs in packet erasure networks,
for n = 10, k = 5, d = 9, h = 0, and for different packet erasure probabili-
ties. The higher packet erasure probability (p), the higher repair-bandwidth.

A. Motivation

We illustrate the use of DR storage nodes by two examples.
Example 1 (DR Storage Nodes for EMSR Codes). Consider

a distributed storage system depicted in Fig. 3. Suppose, a
file of size 4 fragments is encoded by a (3, 2)-MDS code
over G F(13), and distributed among 3 complete storage nodes
such that any complete storage node stores 2 fragments. When
there is no a DR storage node, if any storage node fails,
then repairing a failed node requires 4 fragment transmis-
sions (substituting d = n − 1 = 2, k = 2, M = 4 in (2)). Now,
assume that there exists a DR storage node with the stor-
age capacity of one fragment and storing a coded fragment
a1 + a2 + b1 + b2. We describe how the DR storage node help
in repairing nodes 1, 2 and 3. If node 1 fails, nodes 2 sends
a2 + b2, node 3 sends 8a2 + 8b2 + 12a1 + 9b1, and the DR
storage node transmits a1 + a2 + b1 + b2, as shown in Fig. 4a.
The new node can generate fragments a1, b1 by some linear
operations on the received fragments. This is accomplished
by removing the interfering term a2 + b2 and then solving a
two-dimensional linear equation (for more details about the
method of interference alignments in repair please see [8],
[27], [28]). Similarly if nodes 2 or 3 fails, we can show that
with the DR storage node, repairing any failed node requires 3
fragment transmissions. In node 3, the fragments in the new
node is generated by exact repair through these linear oper-
ations over the new node’s received fragments; 3a1 + 2a2 =
(4a1 + b1) + (3a2 + b2) − (a1 + b1 + a2 + b2); 9b1 + 8b2 =
12(a1 + b1 + a2 + b2) − 3(4a1 + b1) − 4(3a2 + b2). Thus, in
each repair process, one unit of (fragment) transmission is
saved.

Example 2 (DR Storage Nodes for EMBR Codes): Consider
a distributed storage system depicted in Fig. 4. Here, the
distributed storage system stores a file using a (4, 3, 3) −
EMBRh=1,p=0 over G F(2). A source file contains nine frag-
ments c1, . . . , c9. A fragment c10 is encoded by c10 = c4 +
c7 + c9. Nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4 store the source file such that any 3
nodes can reconstruct the source file. A DR storage node stor-
ing c4, c7, c9 can help all the other storage nodes in repair. This
is shown in Fig. 4.

In general, solving (4) in Lemma 1 for a given M and p = 0
leads to a lower bound of repair-bandwidth. For two extreme
points, the lower bound of the repair bandwidth are as follows.
For EMSR codes, we have,

γEMSRh,p=0 = M(d + h)

k(d − k + h + 1)
. (10)

And for EMBR, we have

αEMBRh,p=0 = 2M(d + h)

k(2(d + h) − k + 1)
(11)

γEMBRh,p=0 = 2M(d + h)

k(2(d + h) − k + 1)
. (12)

The above results show potential reduction in the repair-
bandwidth by a factor of d(d + h − k + 1)/((d + h)(d − k +
1)) for EMSR codes, and by a factor of d(2(d + h) − k +
1)/((d + h)(2d − k + 1)) for EMBR codes. We note that we
could achieve these gains by adding h complete storage nodes.
However DR storage nodes have smaller storage space (we
will show later) and require less repair-bandwidth compared to
complete storage nodes. The minimal α

′
will be discussed as

follows.

B. Minimum DR Storage Capacity for the EMSR Codes

We show that there exist linear codes for repairing in a DSS
satisfying the bound in (10) when each complete storage node
stores (α = M/k) fragments, and each DR storage node stores
α

′ = β fragments.
Lemma 2 (Achievability for EMSR codes with α

′ = β):
For a repair process in a DSS with parameters (n, k, d, h ≤
�M/β	, α = M/k, α

′ = β, β, M) of EMSR codes, there exist
linear codes if each of d + h helper nodes, including the DR
storage nodes, transmit β = M/(k(d + h − k + 1)) fragments
to the new node. In addition, the functional repair is always
possible after any number of node failure/repair processes.

Proof: See Appendix C. �
Using Lemma 2 and the fact that we design α

′ ≥ β, we can
deduce the optimal bound of α′ for EMSR codes.

Theorem 2: For a repair process in a DSS with parameters
(n, k, d, h ≤ �M/β	, α = M/k, α

′
, β, M) of EMSR codes, the

optimal storage space for DR storage nodes is α′ = β.
Theorem 2 shows that reducing the repair-bandwidth for the

EMSR codes can be achieved by adding a DR storage node
with storage capacity of β instead of using a complete stor-
age node with capacity α = M/k = β(d + h − k + 1). Hence,
it requires less storage space by the ratio of (d + h − k + 1).

In the next subsection, we investigate the minimum storage
required for a DR storage node for EMBR codes.

C. Minimum Repairing Storage Capacity for EMBR Codes

A DR storage node requires more storage space for EMBR
codes compared to EMSR codes (where it was α

′ = β). We will
present in the following lemma that for the EMBR codes it is
necessary to have α

′ ≥ kβ.
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Fig. 3. A distributed storage system with a DR storage node. Nodes store a file based on a (3, 2, 2) − EMSRh=1,p=0 code. The DR storage nodes helps the repair
of nodes 1, 2, and 3 respectively in (a), (b), (c). The finite field here is GF(13). This example shows a DR storage node, with a half storage space compared to a
complete storage node, functions similar to a complete storage node in repair. Please refer to Fig. 5 to see the process of repair for the DR storage node.

Fig. 4. A DR storage node when nodes 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 store a file based on a (4, 3, 3) − EMBRh=1,p=0. The DR storage nodes helps the repair of nodes 1, 2,
3, 4 respectively in (a), (b), (c), (d). The finite field here is GF(2). This example shows a DR storage node, with 3/4 storage space of a complete storage node,
functions similar to a complete storage node in repair. Please refer to Fig. 6 to see the process of repair for the DR storage node.

Lemma 3 (Non-achievability for EMBR codes with α
′
<

kβ): For the EMBR codes in a DSS with parameters
(n, k, d, h, α = (d + h)β, α

′
, β, M), α

′ ≥ kβ.

Proof: See Appendix D. �
The next lemma shows that it is sufficient for the DR storage

node to have α
′ = kβ.

Lemma 4 (Achievability for EMBR codes with α
′ = kβ): For

the repair process of EMBR codes with DR storage nodes, each
of which has storage capacity α

′ = kβ, there exists a linear code
if each of d + h nodes, including h ≤ �M/kβ	 DR storage
nodes, transmits β = 2M/(k(2(d + h) − k + 1)) fragments to
the new node. In addition, the functional repair is always
possible after any number of node failure/repair processes.

Proof: See Appendix E. �
Using Lemma 3 and 4, we can deduce the optimal bound of

α′ for EMBR codes.
Theorem 3: For a repair process in a DSS with parame-

ters (n, k, d, h ≤ �M/kβ	, α, α
′
, β, M) of EMBR codes, the

optimal storage space for DR storage nodes is α′ = kβ.
Theorem 3 shows that reducing the repair-bandwidth for the

EMBR codes can be achieved by adding a DR storage node
with storage space of α′ = kβ instead of α = (d + h)β. Note

that in some scenarios (if not most), d = n − 1. Thus, using
DR storage nodes can reduce storage space.

D. Repairing a DR Storage Node

Since DR storage nodes can also fail, we investigate the
repair-bandwidth of DR storage nodes. We first show the repair
of a DR storage node in Fig. 5 for the EMSR code of our run-
ning example (Example 1) and in Fig. 6 for the EMBR code
of our running example (Example 2). Repairing a DR storage
node in each of these examples requires one unit fewer (frag-
ment) transmissions than the repair bandwidth of a complete
storage node. Next, we study the problem in a more general
case.

Similar to a complete storage node, the repair for a DR stor-
age node can be functional or exact. In the functional repair
(which includes the exact repair also) of a DR storage node,
a number of complete storage nodes plus the surviving DR
storage nodes transmit sufficient data to the new DR storage
node. Let γR = (dR + h R)βR be the total repair bandwidth for
a DR storage node, where dR denotes the number of complete
storage nodes in repair, h R denotes the number of DR storage
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Fig. 5. Repair of a DR storage node for EMSR codes. The new DR storage node
is generated by transmitting two fragments from nodes 1 and 2. The repair-
bandwidth of a DR storage node is smaller than the repair-bandwidth for a
complete storage node.

Fig. 6. Repair of a DR storage node for EMBR codes. The new DR storage
node is generated by transmitting three fragments from nodes 1, 2 and 3. The
repair-bandwidth of a DR storage node is smaller than the repair-bandwidth for
a complete storage node.

nodes (among h − 1 surviving DR nodes) in repair, βR denotes
the number of fragments each helper node sends in repair. At
this stage, the optimal repair-bandwidth of a DR storage node
is still not known. In this paper, we will show in the follow-
ing proposition that the bandwidth γR = kβ is sufficient for the
(exact) repair of a DR storage node. We note that γR = kβ may
be suboptimal, but it still requires less repair-bandwidth than a
complete storage node.

Proposition 1: Repair-bandwidth γR = kβ is sufficient for
regenerating a new DR storage node for EMSR and EMBR
codes.

Proof: See Appendix F. �
Proposition 1 shows that the repair-bandwidth for a DR stor-

age node is not greater than the repair-bandwidth for a complete
storage nodes (kβ ≤ dβ).

E. DR Storage Nodes for non-EMSR and non-EMBR Codes

In the previous subsections, we studied the DR storage
node for two extreme points on the storage-bandwidth tradeoff,
namely EMSR and EMBR codes. Using the same approach, we
can extend the results to all the points on the storage-bandwidth
tradeoff. A formal result is given in the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1: Consider a distributed storage system
(n, k, d, h, α, α

′
, β, M, p = 0) with a code on the opti-

mal storage-bandwidth tradeoff point (
∑k−1

i=0 min{α, (d + h −

i)β} = M). Let the points on the optimal tradeoff that are
between EMSR and EMBR (two extreme) points are denoted
as an the interior points. If we present an interior point on
the storage-bandwidth tradeoff by subdividing the set of points
on the optimal storage-bandwidth tradeoff into (k − 1) sub-
sets as follows: Sθ = {(α, β)|β(d − θ) < α ≤ β(d − θ + 1)}
for θ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , k − 2}. Then the repairing storage capacity
α

′
θ = (k − θ)β.
Note that in this setting for EMSR codes we have (d + 1 −

(k − 1)) ≤ α, and for EMBR codes α ≤ (d + 1 − (0))β, which
corresponds respectively to θE M S R = k − 1, and θE M B R = 0.
Thus in general α

′
θ = (k − θ)β is the optimal required repairing

storage space for the extended regenerating codes.
Remark 1: We remark that the above conjecture is for func-

tional repair and the optimal bound for exact repair is still not
known.

F. Repair With DR Storage Nodes in Packet Erasure Networks

The above results show that repair bandwidth can be reduced
if DR storage nodes are used for a distributed storage sys-
tem with error-free channels. In what follows, we shall show
that DR storage nodes can also reduce the repair-bandwidth in
packet erasure networks. The following two corollaries illus-
trate more formally the effect of DR storage nodes in packet
erasure networks. Since the analysis and code construction are
similar to Section IV, we skip the proof.

Corollary 1: For a DSS with parameters (n, k, d, h, α =
M/k, α

′ = β, γ, Mξ, p) in a packet erasure network with
channels having packet erasure probability p, the asymptotic
optimal repair-bandwidth for EMSR codes is γEMSRh,p/M =
(d + h)/(k(d + h − k + 1)(1 − p)).

Similarly, for EMBR codes, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 2: For a DSS with parameters (n, k, d, h, α, α

′ =
kβ, γ, Mξ, p) in a packet erasure network with packet era-
sure probability p for all channels, the asymptotic optimal
repair-bandwidth for EMBR codes is γEMBRh,p/M = 2(d +
h)/(k(2d + 2h − k + 1)(1 − p)).

Remark 2: We note that in this paper, a DR storage nodes
behaves the same as a complete storage node in repair and trans-
mits the same amount of repairing data as a complete storage
node. That is, if β ′ denotes the amount of data transmitted by a
DR storage node in repair, β ′ = β. The analysis for β ′ 
= β can
be studied as future work, following a similar approach as the
study of flexible regenerating codes in [29], in which the surviv-
ing nodes are allowed to transmit different amount of repairing
data.

VI. FINITE FILE SIZE ANALYSIS

A. The Probability of Successful Repair

Above, we investigated the optimal repair-bandwidth in
packet erasure networks under the assumption that the stored
file contains an infinite number of packets (infinite order of
subpacketization). In practice, a large order of subpacketization
leads to high traffic load for packet headers and high complexity
in decoding (e.g., by Gaussian elimination method, it requires
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the inverse of an Mξ × Mξ matrix). Meanwhile in some net-
works the packet size is fixed (or finite). Thus the number of
packets in repair traffic might be finite. It is interesting to study
the repair-bandwidth in the case of a finite order of subpacketi-
zation. Since the channel between the surviving nodes and the
new node is lossy, then the repair may fail (the new node may
not receive sufficient repair packets). We will first analyze the
probability of successfully receiving β fragments from a surviv-
ing node, denoted by Pβ . Then, we will study the probability of
successful repair (PSR). We note that the asymptotic optimal
repair-bandwidth in Section IV can serve as a lower-bound of
the repair-bandwidth for a finite subpacketization order.

To successfully repair, the new node must receive β frag-
ments (that equals to β ξ packets) from each of d surviving
nodes. Due to erasures, a surviving node transmits t ξ packets
produced by linear combinations (in GF(q)) of β ξ repair pack-
ets). For a packet erasure channel, t = β/(1 − p) if ξ → ∞,
which means infinite subpacketization order. For finite ξ , the
total number of packet transmissions, t , may be much larger
than β/(1 − p), and it depends on parameters q and ξ . The
successful receiving of β fragments from a surviving node
depends on two conditions. Firstly, i packets must be received
for i ≥ β ξ . Secondly, β ξ packets with independent encoding
vectors among i successfully received packets are available at
the new node. The first condition forms a binomial distribu-
tion and the second condition is derived by the probability of
spanning β ξ dimensions by i vectors [30], [31]. Thus, we have
(more details are also provided in Appendix G):

Pβ =
t ξ∑

i=β ξ

(
t ξ

i

)
(1 − p)i p(t ξ−i)

∏β ξ−1
l=0

(
qi − ql

)
qβ ξ i

if t ≥ β.

(13)

When d surviving nodes are sending repairing packets, the
probability of successful repair, denoted as Ps , is obtained by

Ps = Pd
β . (14)

Figure 7 shows Pβ for a distributed storage system
using MBR codes with parameters (n = 10, k = 5, d = 9,

β = 2, M = 70), p = 0.3 and q = 5. We observe that the
required repair-bandwidth is larger than the optimum (asymp-
totic) repair-bandwidth. That is, the bandwidth overhead ratio
t/β might be several times larger than the optimal value 1/(1 −
p) ≈ 1.43 due to a finite subpacketization order.

B. Practical-Repair-Bandwidth

We formally define the practical-repair-bandwidth as the
minimum required bandwidth to achieve Ps ≥ 1 − δ, where δ

denotes as a parameter indicating how close the PSR is to 1 and
(0 ≤ δ ≤ 1). Let γ̂ (δ, d) denote the practical-repair-bandwidth
for given δ and d, then

γ̂ (δ, d) = min
t

d t,

subject to:Ps ≥ 1 − δ, (15)

where t is the number of packets transmitted by each surviving
node.

Fig. 7. Pβ (numbers in the curves) in erasure networks for different val-
ues of ξ and bandwidth overhead ratio t/β. The field size here is q = 5
and p = 0.3. The larger ξ , the closer the bandwidth overhead ratio to the opti-
mal value 1/(1 − p) ≈ 1.43. As an example, the ∗ symbol in the figure shows
that for achieving Pβ ≥ 0.92, and for a given ξ = 2, each surviving node must
transmit at least 1.77β fragments.

C. Reducing Practical-Repair-Bandwidth

We have shown that DR storage nodes can reduce the
repairing bandwidth for the scenario of infinite repair pack-
ets. Similarly, we can show that DR storage nodes reduce the
bandwidth for finite repair packets. However, in what follows,
we propose another method to reduce the practical repair-
bandwidth. Consider a repair process in a distributed storage
system. Packets on the links are erased i.i.d. with probability p.
Successful receiving β(d1)

2 ξ packets from d1 surviving nodes
guarantees successful repair. Suppose that the repair packets
from each surviving node are independent of the set of d1 nodes.
This can happen for example by the use of product-matrix
regenerating codes in [19]. Then the new node by receiving
from any set of d1 nodes can successfully be generated. Thus,
to increase the PSR, dtot = d1 + d2, (d2 ≥ 0) surviving nodes
transmit repairing packets. Each surviving node transmits t ξ

packets, each of which is formed by a linear combination of
β(d1) ξ repair packets over G F(q). Hence, repair is successful
if the new node receives β(d1) fragments from at least d1 links.
We also note that the packets transmitted from one surviving
node can only be used to decode the repairing information of
that surviving node. Hence, the PSR is the probability by which
the new node receives β(d1) fragments from at least d1 out of
d1 + d2 surviving nodes. It is calculated by

Ps =
d1+d2∑
i=d1

(
d1 + d2

i

)
(Pβ)i (1 − Pβ)d1+d2−i . (16)

The PSR for two schemes when d1 = 9, d2 = 0 and d1 = 7,

d2 = 2 have been compared in Fig. 8. For this example on both
schemes MBR codes with parameters (n = 10, k = 5, M =
70) are used and other parameters are set as ξ = 5, q = 5 and
p = 0.3. Moreover, the practical repair-bandwidth for Ps ≥
0.99 (i.e., δ = 0.01) has been compared between these two
methods. We see that the scheme with smaller asymptotic
optimal repair-bandwidth has almost twice larger practical-
repair-bandwidth than the other scheme. This motivates the

2β is a function of d1 helper nodes
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Fig. 8. Probability of successful repair in packet erasure networks for two schemes over the repair-traffic from each node. The first scheme aims at reducing
asymptotic repair bandwidth and use d1 = 9, d2 = 0. The second scheme uses d1 = 7, d2 = 2. The figure (vertical lines) also compares practical repair-bandwidth
regarding P S R ≥ 0.99 versus optimal asymptotic repair-bandwidth. Here, MBR codes are used and parameters are set as n = 10, k = 5, M = 70, ξ = 5, q = 5.

following optimization problem. Given the constraint that the
PSR is greater than 1 − δ, we aim to minimize the practical-
repair-bandwidth γ̂ (δ, d1 + d2) with variables d1 and d2. The
optimization problem can be formulated as follows,

min
d1,d2

γ̂ (δ, d1 + d2)

subject to: Ps ≥ 1 − δ,

d1 + d2 ≤ dtot. (17)

It is not straightforward to find an analytical solution for the
optimization problem. The optimal practical-repair-bandwidth
solution depends on the probability of packet erasure on the
links, the finite field size and the subpacketization order. We
use the optimization problem in the previous example and
find the corresponding d1 and d2 for the given finite field
size q = 5 and subpacketization order ξ = 5 over the differ-
ent packet erasure probabilities. d1 and d2 that minimize the
repair-bandwidth are shown in Fig. 9. We can conclude that
for the network with higher erasure probabilities, more redun-
dant data (larger d2) should be used to reduce the practical
repair-bandwidth. Conversely, for the network with lower era-
sure probabilities, less redundant data is needed and the optimal
practical repair-bandwidth is closer to the optimal asymptotic
repair-bandwidth.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We studied the repair problem for distributed storage sys-
tems with packet erasure channels and dedicated-for-repair
(DR) storage nodes. We investigated the optimal storage-
bandwidth tradeoffs for packet erasure networks. We proposed

Fig. 9. The value of d1 and d2 that minimize the practical repair-bandwidth
over different values of links packet erasure probability, p. Here, δ = 0.01,
and p changes from 0.01 to 0.1. For a network with higher p the reliability
of repair becomes more critical and then repair-bandwidth is minimized when
the redundant information is increased (d2 increases). Here, q = 5, ξ = 5.

DR storage nodes to reduce the repair-bandwidth. A benefit
of DR storage nodes is smaller storage capacity and repair-
bandwidth, compared to complete storage nodes. We also
studied the necessary minimal storage capacity for the DR stor-
age nodes. We note that the benefit of DR storage nodes is
not only limited to lossy networks, but they are also valid in
reducing the repair-bandwidth in lossless networks. Then, we
investigated the probability of successful repair and then pro-
posed an approach to reduce the repair-bandwidth when the file
size is finite. To reduce the practical repair-bandwidth, we for-
mulated an optimization problem and showed that the optimal
solution for that depends on the channel erasure probability.
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APPENDIX

A. Proof of Lemma 1

Inspired by the analysis in [1] for distributed storage sys-
tems in lossless networks, we provide the proof for distributed
storage systems with packet erasure channels and DR storage
nodes. Another useful information-theoretic tool in the proof
is the cut-set upper bound analysis introduced by Cover and
Thomas [26]. Given a subset Vx of nodes in a network (i.e.,
Vx ⊂ N, where N is the set of nodes in the network), when
all the nodes in Vx perfectly cooperate and also all the nodes
in Vc

x
3 perfectly cooperate, then the network can be modeled

to a multiple-input multiple-output point to point erasure chan-
nel. Since the channels are independent and memoryless, the
upper bound of the information transfer between Vx and Vc

x is
when inputs to channels are independent and have uniform dis-
tribution among the set of alphabets. Thus the upper bound of
information transfer is the sum of capacities of edges between
Vx and Vc

x .
We now show that the information rate in the modified infor-

mation flow graph is upper bounded by
∑k−1

i=0 min{αξ/τ, (d +
h − i)(1 − p)βξ/τ }. That is equal to show that the min-cut
in the information flow graph equals to

∑k−1
i=0 min{αξ/τ, (d +

h − i)(1 − p)βξ/τ } [32]. The information flow graph after k
failure/repair processes can be shown in k subsequent stages, as
depicted in Fig. 1. We first prove there is a cut in the network
with capacity

∑k−1
i=0 min{αξ/τ, (d + h − i)(1 − p)βξ/τ }. For

the purpose, consider a cut that passes a route with a minimum
capacity at any stage of repair. For example at stage 1, the cut
selects a route between αξ/τ and (d + h)(1 − p)βξ/τ , where
(1 − p)βξ/τ is the capacity of the packet erasure link between
one of the helper nodes and the new node. At stage 2, since the
new node can get (1 − p)βξ/τ packets per unit time from the
previously generated node, then the cut selects between αξ/τ

and (d + h − 1)(1 − p)βξ/τ , and so on. Finally, there will be
a graph with a cut capacity equivalent to

∑k−1
i=0 min{αξ/τ, (d +

h − i)(1 − p)βξ/τ }. Any other cut has a capacity larger than,
or equal to,

∑k−1
i=0 min{αξ/τ, (d + h − i)(1 − p)βξ/τ }. This

concludes that
∑k−1

i=0 min{αξ/τ, (d + h − i)(1 − p)βξ/τ } is
the min-cut, and consequently it is the upper bound of the infor-
mation transfer rate between the source and a data-collector in
this network.

B. Proof of Theorem 1

We use random linear codes to prove the achievability. The
converse is proved as a corollary of Lemma 1, where we
substitute h = 0 in the derived upper-bound.

Achievability: Let us first prove for the case that there is
only one data-collector. Suppose packets w1, w2, . . . , wMξ are
the source data. There is a data collector which is connected to
a subset of k out nodes of complete storage nodes. We apply
the random linear codes proposed in [22], [33] for achieving
the capacity of multicasting over lossy packet networks.

Encoding: Packets v1, v2, . . . , v
 are constructed by random
linear combinations of the original packets w1, w2, . . . , wMξ .

3Vc
x denotes the complement set of Vx .

That is, vl for l = 1, . . . , v
 is

vl =
Mξ∑
i=1

ηliwi , (18)

where ηli is selected randomly and uniformly from G F(q).
The packets v1, v2, . . . , v
 are then injected to the source node
according to a Poisson distribution by a constant rate R0 =
(1 − δ)

∑k−1
i=0 min{αξ/τ, (d − i)(1 − p)βξ/τ , for some δ > 0.

For a node, in an occasion of a packet transmission, the packet is
formed by a linear combinations of the packets that previously
have been received by the node. Thus, a packet x , the input of
channels, can be written as a linear combination of v, . . . , v
, as

x =

∑

j=1

πi vi (19)

=

∑

j=1

πi

Mξ∑
i=1

ηliwi (20)

=
Mξ∑
i=1

⎛⎝ 
∑
j=1

πiη j i

⎞⎠wi (21)

=
Mξ∑
i=1

φiwi . (22)

Here, vector π = [π j ]
j=1 is called the auxiliary encoding

vectors associated with packet x and vector φ = [φi ]
Mξ
i=1 is

called the global encoding vectors associated with packet x . We
say packet x is innovative to node i , if the auxiliary encoding
vector of packet x is not in the span of the auxiliary encoding
vectors of the previously received packets in node i . The global
encoding vector of each packet is placed in the header of the
packet.

Decoding: A data-collector by receiving Mξ packets with
independent global encoding vectors can successfully decode
the source data.

Side Information at Data Collector: A data-collector for
successfully decoding the file needs global encoding vectors of
the received packets. The global encoding vector of each packet
can be placed inside each packet’s header. The overhead of side
information can be made negligible if the packet size is large
enough.

Analyzing the Probability of Error: Using the above
encoding and decoding, the error in decoding may happen due
to two error events: the first event (E1) is that the decoder
receives fewer than Mξ innovative packets; second event (E2)
is that decoder receives greater than or equal to Mξ innovative
packets, but there is no Mξ independent packets (packets hav-
ing independent global encoding vectors) such that Mξ × Mξ

global encoding matrix become full rank.
The probability of the first error event can be derived by the

analyzing the propagation of innovative packets in the network.
The results in [22] shows that if random network coding, as
described above, is used to achieve the capacity of multicast
packet erasure networks, then the propagation of innovative
packets in network follows the same as queuing network where
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each node in the network, works like a M/M/1 queuing sys-
tem. That is, if ϕi is the arrival rate of innovative packets to
node i , the node i has service rate ϕi (1 − 1/q)/(1 − δ). This
queue to be stable it requires ϕi ≤ ϕi (1 − 1/q)/(1 − δ). Thus
we must have q ≥ 1/δ. When this queuing networks works for
a long time, then the number of innovative packets in the net-
work (denoted as Ni ) is time-invariant random variable [22].
Therefore, the data collector receives fewer than Mξ innovative
packets if 
 − Ni < Mξ . The probability that Ni > 
 − Mξ

can be made arbitrarily small, by selecting 
 = �Mξ/Rc	, for
Rc < 1, and then selecting large ξ . (For more details, please
refer to the proof of Theorem 1 in [22].)

The probability of the second error event can be bounded by

P(E2) = Prob((No. of indep. glob. vectors < Mξ)|
(No. of innov. vec. ≥ Mξ)) (23)

≤ Prob((No. of indep. glob. vectors < Mξ)|
(No. of innov. vec. = Mξ)) (24)

≤
Mξ∏
i=1

(1 − 1/qi ) (25)

This can be made arbitrarily small by selecting large q and
ξ → ∞.

When there are a set T of data collectors (a multicast net-
work) the proof follows the same except that for having stable
queue, we must have ϕi ≤ ϕi (1 − |T |/q)/(1 − δ). (For more
details, please refer to the proof of Theorem 2 in [22]). This
gives us a condition on the required finite field size as q >

|T |/δ.
Achievable Rate: Finally, by the above random network

coding the rate is Mξ/τ , where Mξ is the total infor-
mation transmitted and τ is the time taken for packets
v1, . . . , v
 to reach to source node S by rate R0 = (1 −
δ)
∑k−1

i=0 min{αξ/τ, (d − i)(1 − p)βξ/τ . For ξ sufficiently
large, 
 would be sufficiently large, then with a probability of
error not exceeding ε the rate would be,

Mξ

τ
>

Mξ


(1/R0 + ε)
(26)

≥ Rc R0

1 + εR0
= Rc R(1 − δ)

1 + εR(1 − δ)
, (27)

which can be made arbitrarily close to R =∑k−1
i=0 min

{αξ/τ, (d − i)(1 − p)βξ/τ }. In the above equations, (26)
holds because of Fano’s inequality, and (27) holds because

 = �Mξ/Rc	. By Lemma 1, it is impossible to achieve a
rate greater than R. Thus, the rate R =∑k−1

i=0 min{αξ/τ, (d −
i)(1 − p)βξ/τ } is the optimal achievable bound for this dis-
tributed storage system. Hence, for the optimal code we
have Mξ/τ =∑k−1

i=0 min{αξ/τ, (d − i)(1 − p)βξ/τ }. Then,
for finite but very large ξ and τ , and δ very close to
zero, we define C0(α) =∑k−1

i=0 min{α, (d − i)(1 − p)β} = M .
Then, the optimal repair-bandwidth for varying individual node
storage capacities can thus be derived by the similar approach

adopted in [1]. Then,

C0(α) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
kα α ∈ [0, b0]

b0 + (k − 1)α α ∈ (b0, b1]
...

b0 + b1 + · · · + bk−1 α ∈ (bk−1,∞]

(28)

where,

bi �
(

1 − k − 1 − i

d

)
(1 − p)γ. (29)

Then, we find the minimum α, denoted as α∗ = C−1
0 (M).

Hence,

α∗ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

M/k M ∈ [0, kb0]
M−b0
(k−1)

M ∈ (kb0, b0 + (k − 1)b1]
...

M −∑k−1
j=0 b j M ∈

(∑k−2
j=0 b j + bk−2,

∑k−1
j=0 b j

)
(30)

In general we have,

α∗ = M −∑i−1
j=0 b j

k − i
, (31)

where,

M ∈
⎛⎝ i−1∑

j=0

b j + (k − i)bi−1,

i∑
j=0

b j + (k − i − 1)bi

⎤⎦ . (32)

Now from the definition of bi , we can verify that,

i−1∑
j=0

b j = (1 − p)γ g(i), (33)

and

i∑
j=0

b j + (k − i − 1)bi = γ
M

h(i)
. (34)

Thus, we have,

α∗ = M − (1 − p)γ g(i)

k − i
, (35)

where,

M ∈
(

γ M

h(i − 1)
,
γ M

h(i)

]
. (36)

By deriving γ based on M , the result as in (6) is obtained.

C. Proof of Lemma 2

The proof is based on using random linear codes for stor-
ing the original file in storage nodes and in the repair process.
Let Qi denotes the encoding matrix of a complete storage node
i such that each row of the Qi represents the encoding vector
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of a fragment stored in node i . Similarly, let Qh j denotes the
encoding matrix of DR storage node j . Each row of the Qh j

represents the encoding vector of a fragment stored in DR stor-
age node j . By exploiting sparse-zero lemma [34], we show for
a large finite field size there exist codes Qi for i = 1, . . . , n and
Qh j for j = 1, . . . , h such that the new node is generated by
linear codes and the repair-bandwidth is optimal.

For the code construction, we split the source file of a size M
into k(d + h − k + 1) fragments. We denote the source file by
vector x = [x1, x2, · · · , xk(d+h−k+1)]T . Substituting these set
of parameters (d, h, M = k(d + h − k + 1)) in Eq. (10), we
have β = 1. We construct an (n, k, d) − EMSRh code (with a
little abuse of notation (n, k, d) − EMSRh denotes (n, k, d) −
EMSRp=0,h codes) requiring the minimum repair-bandwidth.
Before that, we define a property, denoted as the extended MDS
property, as follows.

Definition 5 (Extended MDS Property): For a set of n com-
plete storage nodes and h DR storage nodes, we say it has the
extended MDS property if: I) for any subset of k complete stor-
age nodes the matrix of their encoding vectors has full rank;
II) for any set of one complete storage node plus h DR storage
nodes the matrix of their encoding vectors has full rank; III)
for any set of k − 1 complete storage nodes plus h DR storage
nodes the matrix of their encoding vectors has full rank.

Finding a code with conditions I and II is not difficult.
However, finding a code satisfying Condition III may look chal-
lenging. We note that in our setting, we can find such a code
because we always have h = hβ < M − (k − 1)α = d + h −
k + 1. That is, there are always some vectors orthogonal to the
span of encoding vectors in the set of k − 1 complete storage
nodes plus h DR storage nodes (because hβ + (k − 1)α < M).

Lemma 5 (Sparse-Zero Lemma): Consider a multi-variable
polynomial g(α1, α2, . . . , αn) which is not identically zero, and
has the maximum degree in each variable at most d0. Then,
there exist variables γ1, γ2, . . . , γn in the finite field GF(q), for
q ≥ d0, such that g(γ1, γ2, . . . , γn) 
= 0.

Proof: See proof of Lemma 19.17 in [34]. �
Lemma 6: Consider an (n, k, d) − EMSRh code satisfying

the Extended MDS property. For any set of selecting k − 1
complete storage nodes, it is possible to select one vector from
each of h DR storage node and one vector from d − k + 1
nodes such that resulting matrix of (k − 1)(d + h − k + 1) +
h + (d − k + 1) = k(d + h − k + 1) encoding vectors has full
rank.

Proof: For an encoding matrix Qi , let span(Qi ) denotes
the span of their row vectors. For encoding vectors of a set of
k − 1 nodes, let say Qs1 , . . . , Qsk−1 and h DR storage nodes,
we prove there exists an encoding vector in Qsi that is not in
span(Qs1 , . . . , Qsk−1 , Qh1 , . . . , Qhh ). The proof is based on a
contradiction argument.

If there is not an encoding vector in Qsi , for i 
∈
{1, . . . , k−1}, then the code cannot have the Extended MDS
property. This is because, by code construction Qsi is not in the
span of Qh1, . . . , Qhh . Therefore, if there exists no encoding
vector in Qsi that is out of span(Qs1 , . . . , Qsk−1 , Qh1 , . . . , Qhh ),
then Qsi is in the span of Qs1 , . . . , Qsk−1 . This means
Qs1 , . . . , Qsk−1 , Qsk is not full rank. This is a contradiction to
the Extended MDS property. �

Theorem 4: Consider a distributed storage system storing a
file by an (n, k, d) − EMSRh code and having Extended MDS
property. For any finite field G F(q), with

q ≥ d0 = (d + h − k + 1)k

((
n

k

)
+ 2

(
n − 1

k − 1

)
+ 2n

)
,

(37)

there exists a linear code for storing a file in the system such that
it maintains the Extended MDS property before/after repair in
which it requires the minimum repair-bandwidth.

Proof: The proof is by induction. We construct a code
that has the Extended MDS property and maintains that prop-
erty after repair. To this aim, we first find coefficients in n(d +
h − k + 1) encoding vectors of Q1, . . . , Qn (codes in com-
plete storage nodes), and coefficients in h encoding vectors of
Qh1, . . . , Qhh , codes in DR storage nodes such that:∏
{s1,...,sk }⊆1,...,n

det
[
Qs1 , . . . , Qsk

]×
∏

{s1}⊆1,...,n

det

⎛⎜⎝[Qs1 , Qh1 . . . , Qhh︸ ︷︷ ︸
A1

][A1]T

⎞⎟⎠×

∏
{s1,.,sk−1}⊆1,...,n

det

⎛⎜⎝[Qs1, . . . ,Qsk−1 , Qh1 , . . . ,Qhh︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2

][A2]T

⎞⎟⎠ 
= 0.

(38)

As hβ + (k − 1)α < M , then there exist some assignments
for the coefficients which makes the left-hand side in (38) as
a non-zero value. Thus we can use sparse-zero Lemma. The
maximum degree of each coefficient is not greater than d0. This
implies that there exist some coefficients in G F(q), for q > d0,
which make the left-hand side of (38) a non-zero value.

Now, suppose that we have a code with the Extended MDS
property in the storage nodes. We show that the repair is pos-
sible with the minimum repair-bandwidth if q > d0. Let Q′

1 be
the code on the new nodes which is generated by

Q′
1 = [Q2b2, . . . , Qd−k+1bd−k+1, Qh1 bh1 , . . . , Qhh bhh ]Z,

(39)

where {b2, . . . , bd−k+1}, {bh1 , . . . , bhh }, and Z are proper vec-
tors with arrays (coefficients) that we can freely select such that
the new code has the Extended MDS property. That is we select
these free coefficients such that∏

{s1,...,sk−1}⊆2,...,n

det
[
Q′

1, Qs1 , . . . , Qsk−1

]

× det

⎛⎜⎝[Q′
1, Qh1 . . . , Qhh︸ ︷︷ ︸

A3

][A3]T

⎞⎟⎠
×

∏
{s1,...,sk−2}⊆2,...,n

det

⎛⎜⎝[Q′
1, Qs1 , . . . , Qsk−2 , Qh1 , . . . , Qhh︸ ︷︷ ︸

A4

][A4]T

⎞⎟⎠ 
=0.

(40)
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Using Lemma 6 there will be some assignment for coeffi-
cients which make the term in the left-hand side of the above
equation a non-zero value. Hence the left-hand side of the
above equation is a non-zero polynomial. Therefore, we can
use sparse-zero Lemma. Again, since the maximum degree of
each free coefficient is

(d + h − k + 1)k

((
n − 1

k − 1

)
+ 2

(
n − 2

k − 2

)
+ 2

)
, (41)

which is smaller than d0, then there exist some coefficients in
G F(q), for q > d0, which make the left-hand side of (40) as a
non-zero value. �

D. Proof of Lemma 3

We prove for h = 1. For other values of h, the proof follows
the same. For an EMBRh=1 code, we have

∑k−1
i=0 (d + 1−i)β =

M . We now prove by a contradiction argument. Suppose α
′
<

kβ. Let us first consider a set of α
′

that (k − 1)β ≤ α
′
< kβ.

Let S denote the random variable representing the source file.
Suppose S takes a value randomly and uniformly taken from a
set S = {1, · · · , 2M }. That is the the source file contains M bits
of information, and we have H(S) = M , where H(X)4 refers
to the binary entropy of the random variable X . Next, let Wl

denote the random variable representing the content of node l
for l ∈ [n]. Assume Wn+i denotes the corresponding random
variable for the content of the new node in i-th stage of repair.
Since every k nodes have to reconstruct the original file, we
have,

M = H(Wn+1, Wn+2, · · · , Wn+k) (42)

= H(Wn+1) + H(Wn+2|Wn+1) + · · ·
+ H(Wn+k |Wn+1, · · · , Wn+k−1) (43)

=
fr. CS s︷︸︸︷

dβ +
fr. DR︷︸︸︷
β︸ ︷︷ ︸

stage 1

+
fr. CS s︷ ︸︸ ︷

(d − 1)β +
fr. DR︷︸︸︷
β︸ ︷︷ ︸

stage 2

+ · · ·

+
fr. CS s︷ ︸︸ ︷

(d − (k − 2))β +
fr. DR︷︸︸︷
β︸ ︷︷ ︸

stage k−1

+ (44)

+
fr. CS s︷ ︸︸ ︷

(d − (k − 1))β +
fr. DR︷ ︸︸ ︷

(α′ − (k − 1)β)︸ ︷︷ ︸
stage k

(45)

= (d + 1)β + (d)β + · · ·
+ (d + 1 − (k − 1))β + (α′ − kβ) (46)

=
k−1∑
i=0

(d + 1 − i)β + (α′ − kβ), (47)

= M + (α′ − kβ), (48)

< M. (49)

which is a contradiction.
In the above equations, CSs stands for the complete stor-

age nodes and DR stands for the DR storage node. In the

4 H(X) = E{− log2 P(X).

proof, (42) follows by the chain rule of entropy, and (43)
follows from the fact that each new node in stage i , condi-
tioning on knowing information in previous stages, receives
at most (d + 1 − i)β information. Also (45) follows from the
fact that at stage k, the DR storage node can send at most
α′ − (k − 1)β (new) information to node n + k. Also (48) fol-
lows from the fact that

∑k−1
i=0 (d + 1 − i)β} = M . Finally, (49)

follows from α′ − kβ < 0. The same argument can be followed
for α

′
< (k − 1)β. This finalizes the proof.

E. Proof of Lemma 4

We propose linear codes for achieving the bound
∑k−1

i=0 (d +
h − i)β = M where there are h DR storage nodes and d com-
plete storage nodes in the repair process. Our proof is inspired
by the argument adopted in [35]. For the code construction we
first define a test, denoted as the extended rank test.

Definition 6 (Extended Rank Test): We say that a lin-
ear code Qs1 , . . . , Qsk , Qh1 , . . . , Qhh in G F(q) passes
the extended rank test by a test vector [h1, . . . , hk, hh1 , . . . ,

hhh , hk+1, . . . , hn], for 0 ≤ hi ≤ α and 0 ≤ hhi ≤ kβ, if matrix
[Q1E1, . . . , QkEk, Qh1 Eh1, . . . , Qhh Ehh , Qk+1Ek+1 . . . QnEn]
has full rank M , where Qi Ei denotes the first hi vectors of Qi .

We may also say that a code passes an extended
rank test weakly by test vector h, if matrix [Q1E1, . . . ,

QkEk, Qh1 Eh1 , . . . , Qhh Ehh , Qk+1Ek+1 . . . QnEn] has full
rank M , conditioning that we allow in each node to linearly
combine the code vectors in Qi and send hi coded vectors. A
test vector has 1 × (n + h) dimension based on the following
pattern:

h = (h1, . . . , hk︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

, hh1 , hh2 , . . . , hhh︸ ︷︷ ︸
h

, hk+1, . . . , hn︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k

). (50)

Note that the positions k + 1, k + 2, . . . , k + h in the
extended rank test vector are dedicated for DR storage nodes.
Now our objective is to design a code such that the code
maintains the property of passing extended rank test over the
following set of vectors:

H0 � {h|h is a permutation of h(0)}, (51)

where

h(0) = [α, . . . , α︸ ︷︷ ︸
k

, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k+h

]}. (52)

Here, the permutation of a n + h-dimensional vector h is
defined in this way that the arrays whose positions in the vector
belong to complete storage nodes can permute between them-
selves, and arrays whose positions in the vector belong to DR
storage nodes can permute between themselves. For construct-
ing (n, k, d) − EMBRh codes, we find a set H ⊇ H0, such that
if the code before any node failure (let say old code) passes the
extended rank test by vectors in H, the code after repair (let
say new code) can also pass the test. Suppose such H is given,
by the following theorem we states that it is always possible
to construct a linear (n, k, d) − EMBRh code over sufficiently
large finite field size. More formally, we state in the following
theorem.
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Theorem 5: Suppose a set of test vectors H with the follow-
ing properties is given:

• H ⊇ H0;
• ∀h ∈ H, where h = [h1, . . . , hk, hh1 , . . . , hhh , hk+1, . . . ,

hn], we have 0 ≤ hi ≤ α and 0 ≤ hhi ≤ kβ;
• ∀h ∈ H, w(h) �

∑n+h
i=1 hi ≥ M ;

• For any h ∈ H and any permutation of 1, . . . , n, let say
s1, . . . , sn , there exists a vector h′ ∈ H that

h′
s1

= 0 (53)

hs1 ≥
d+h+1∑

i=2

(54)

h′
s1

∈ [hs1 , hs1 + β], for i = 2, . . . , d + h + 1, (55)

h′
s1

= hs1 for i = d + h + 2, . . . , n + h. (56)

Then there exists a linear code for constructing an (n, k, d) −
EMBRh code, provided that the finite field size q is greater than

q ≥ max

{(
nα + h k β

M

)
, 3|H|M

}
. (57)

Proof: The proof is again based on induction. The proof
is inspired by the proof of Theorem 3 in [35]. We remark that
the set H for EMBR code is different from the analysis in [35].
We maintain the property that∏
h∈H

det
(

[Q1Eh1 , . . . , QnEhn Qhh1
Ehh1

, . . . , Qhhh
Ehhh

]
)


= 0.

(58)

Let us initialize the system by constructing a code which
passes the extended rank test by the set H. For that, we first con-
struct a matrix G, as a generator matrix of an (nα + h kβ, M)
MDS code. For this construction the finite field size q >(nα+h k β

M

)
is sufficient. From the MDS code property, we know

that every set containing M or greater than M , row vectors of
G has rank M . Now, if we assign the row vectors as the code
vectors of complete storage nodes and h DR storage nodes, we
see that the constructed code passes the extended rank test.

Now, suppose that node 1 fails and we want to generate a
new node such that the new code also passes the extended rank
test. Suppose the code on the new node is denoted as Q′

1, then

Q′
1 = [Qs2 Bs2 , . . . , Qsd+1 Bs2 , Qsh1

Bsh1
, . . . , Qshh Bshh

]Z.

(59)

Now, let the new node download h′
si

− hsi from the com-
plete storage node i , for i ∈ {2, . . . , d + 1} and also download
h′

shi
− hshi

from the DR storage node i , for i ∈ {1, . . . , h}.
Since α ≥ hs1 ≥∑d+1

i=2 h′
si

− hsi +∑h
i=1 h′

shi
− hshi

, the new
node can store this data in its nodes such that resulted code
passes the rank test by the vectors in set H. Therefore, there
exist an assignment such that

det
(

[Q1Eh1, . . . , QnEhn , Qhh1
Ehh1

, . . . , Qhhh
Ehhh

]
)


= 0

(60)

Thus, the polynomial is non-zero polynomial and we can use
sparse-zero Lemma. We can verify that the maximum degree
of a coefficient is not greater than 3|H|M . Hence, there exist
coefficients in G F(q) that make all the products non-zero. �

Now, we describe how to construct the set H given in
Theorem 5. We construct for d = n − 1. For other values of d, it
needs further investigation. We construct H containing vectors
h( j), for j = 0, 1, . . . , k and their permutations, where

h( j) � (α, α, . . . , α︸ ︷︷ ︸
k− j

, jβ, jβ, . . . , jβ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+h−k

, ( j − 1)β, . . . , 2β, β, 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
j

).

(61)

Next theorem states that the above construction satisfy the
requirements for the test set H.

Theorem 6. The set of test vectors constructed by the above
method satisfies the following conditions:

• H ⊇ H0;
• ∀h ∈ H, where h = [h1, . . . , hk, hh1 , . . . , hhh , hk+1, . . . ,

hn], we have 0 ≤ hi ≤ α and 0 ≤ hhi ≤ kβ;
• ∀h ∈ H, w(h) �

∑n+h
i=1 hi ≥ M ;

• For j = 0, . . . , k, h( j) consists of (k − j)α’s followed
by a β−gradually-decreasing vector ending in 0. Here,
a vector (x1, x2, . . . , xn) is β−gradually-decreasing vec-
tor if x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xn , and the difference between two
consecutive elements is not larger than β.

• For any h ∈ H and any permutation of 1, . . . , n, let say
s1, . . . , sn , there exists a vector h′ ∈ H that

h′
s1

= 0 (62)

hs1 ≥
d+h+1∑

i=2

(63)

h′
s1

∈ [hs1, hs1 + β], for i = 2, . . . , d + h + 1, (64)

h′
s1

= hs1 for i = d + h + 2, . . . , n + h. (65)

It is straightforward to verify that H satisfies Properties 1,
2, 3, and 4. We next provide the proof for Property 5. Note
that for the EMBR code, we have test vectors h j ’s and their
permutations, for j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Also note that in our construc-
tion positions k + 1, . . . , k + h + 1 are dedicated to DR storage
nodes and thus s1 
∈ {k + 1, . . . , k + h + 1}. For the proof, we
study different cases, as follows.

Case 1: If j = k, or s1 > k − j , to satisfy Property 5, we
choose h′ as the following vector:

h′ = (h1, . . . , hs1−1, hn = 0, hs1 , . . . , hn−1), (66)

which is a permutation of h and hence is in H.
Case 2: If j ∈ 0, . . . , k − 1, and s1 ≤ k − j , then

h( j) = (α, . . . , α︸ ︷︷ ︸
k− j

, jβ, jβ, . . . , jβ︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+h−k

, ( j − 1)β, . . . , 2β, β, 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
j

)).

(67)

To satisfy Property 5, we choose h′ as the following vector:

h′ = (α, . . . , α︸ ︷︷ ︸
s1−1

, 0, α, . . . , α︸ ︷︷ ︸
k− j−s1

, ( j + 1)β, . . . , ( j + 1)β︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+h−k

, jβ, . . . , β︸ ︷︷ ︸
j

)),

(68)
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which is a permutation of h(j+1) and hence is in H.

F. Proof of Proposition 1

For EMSR codes: For simplicity, and without loss of gener-
ality [11], assume β = 1. By Theorem 2, we know α′ = β = 1.
We show that there is a linear combination of content of the k
complete storage node that makes the content of the new DR
storage nodes. Assume the global encoding vector of the frag-
ment of the new node is ν1. Assume the global encoding vectors
of M/k fragments of the complete storage node i is [ωi j ]

M/k
j=1 ,

in which each column represents the global encoding vector of
a fragment. Then, we show that there is a vector [γ1 . . . γM ] that

[γ1 . . . γM ]
(

[ω1 j ]
M/k
j=1 [ω2 j ]

M/k
j=1 . . . [ωk j ]

M/k
j=1

)T

︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

= ν1. (69)

Since every k complete storage nodes can reconstruct the
original file, then matrix A is invertible. Therefore, there is a
solution to the problem. After finding [γ1 . . . γM ], each node
sends a fragment which is a linear combination of its stored
fragment. For example node 1 sends [γ1 . . . γM/k][ω1 j ]

M/k T
j=1

and so on. Then, the new DR storage node generate its content
by

ν1 = [γ1 . . . γM/k][ω1 j ]
M/k T
j=1︸ ︷︷ ︸

from node 1

+ . . .

+ [γM(k−1)/k+1 . . . γM ][ωk j ]
M/k T
j=1︸ ︷︷ ︸

from node k

. (70)

Therefore, kβ fragments are sufficient to generate the new
DR storage node.

For EMBR codes: Again, assume β = 1. By Theorem 3,
we know α′ = kβ = k. Since the DR storage node could help
regenerating a complete storage nodes by sending β = 1 frag-
ments and since for EMBR codes all the information received
in repair by a complete storage node is saved in the storage (i.e.,
(d + h)β = α) then we can conclude that each DR storage node
and a complete storage node have β fragments of information
in common. Thus, in repairing a DR storage node, k complete
storage nodes equally send kβ fragments to the new DR storage
node. More formally, assume x1, x2, . . . , xk are the encoding
vectors of k stored fragments in the (failed) DR storage node.
The DR storage node in repair of node i1, i2, . . . , ik could send
respectively a1x1, a2x2, . . . , akxk. Since the new node stores all
the fragments that it receives, then a1x1 is available in node i1,
a2x2 is available in node i2, and so on. In repairing a DR storage
nodes, i1, i2, . . . , ik send a1x1, a2x2, . . . , akxk. Since ai ’s are
independent vectors (if not, the data-collector could not recon-
struct the original file by connecting to those k complete storage
nodes) then the new DR storage node can recover lost fragments
x1, x2, . . . , xk by Gaussian elimination method. Thus, again kβ
fragments are sufficient.

G. Probability of Successful Repair by Random Linear Codes

Suppose that a surviving node is transmitting a number of
packets toward the new node. Each packet in our model is a

random linear combination of βξ independent packets (having
independent encoding vectors). Consider a case when the new
node receives i packets from the surviving node. Let Di be the
random variable denoting the dimension of subspace spanned
by all i vectors. Then, by random matrix arguments [30], for
i ≥ d, we have

Pr(Di = d) =
∏d−1

j=0(q
i − q j )

∏d−1
j=0(q

βξ − q j )

qiβξ
∏d−1

j=0(q
d − q j )

. (71)

Hence, the probability of having d = βξ dimensions by
receiving i ≥ βξ vectors equals to

Pr(Di = βξ) =
∏d−1

r=0 (qi − qr )

qiβξ
. (72)

That is the probability of having βξ independent packets by
receiving i ≥ βξ packets. Since packets are lost in the channel
independently and with probability p, then the probability of
receiving i packets from tξ transmitted packets has a binomial
distribution and can be calculated as(

t ξ

i

)
(1 − p)i p(t ξ−i). (73)

Combining this result with (72) gives us the probability of
having βξ independent packets by transmitting tξ packets as

Pβ =
t ξ∑

i=β ξ

(
t ξ

i

)
(1 − p)i p(t ξ−i)

∏β ξ−1
l=0 (qi − ql)

qβ ξ i
if t ≥ β.

(74)

Thus, the formula in Section VI-A is resulted.
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